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Welcome  
 
Being wine lovers ourselves, it was a great pleasure to put this wine selection together for 

the Le’Thaba Restaurant. 

 

We bring to you a unique selection of South African boutique wines that have all been 

specially chosen for their unique expression, diversity and superior quality. We have 

selected those with the most devoted wine makers in one of the world's most young and 

exciting wine making countries.

 

We would like you to enjoy our selection of wines, stemming from a wine culture which was 

refined in our country over many years. 

 

Today we can offer some of the best wines that are produced in South Africa. Of course, 

there are many more, but for us it is a great pleasure to have our
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Being wine lovers ourselves, it was a great pleasure to put this wine selection together for 

unique selection of South African boutique wines that have all been 

specially chosen for their unique expression, diversity and superior quality. We have 

selected those with the most devoted wine makers in one of the world's most young and 

We would like you to enjoy our selection of wines, stemming from a wine culture which was 

Today we can offer some of the best wines that are produced in South Africa. Of course, 

favourites on the wine list. 



 

 
 
House Wines 
 
White Wine 
 
Fairview Goats to Roam White - Back

(Viognier/Roussanne/Grenache Blanc)
This white blend shows a light bright green, medium bodied wine with aromas of apricots and pear and a zesty 
acidity. 
Alc. 13%  
 
Red Wine 
 
Fairview Goats to Roam Red – Back

(Shiraz/Grenache/Mourvèdre) 
A bright ruby wine offering fresh dark 
medium bodied with young juicy berry 
Alc. 13.5% 
 
 

Semi Sweet  
 
Unbelievable Semi Sweet White - 
Full lively palate yet well balanced fruit structure with a semi sweet finish.

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Back-Paarl 

(Viognier/Roussanne/Grenache Blanc) 
This white blend shows a light bright green, medium bodied wine with aromas of apricots and pear and a zesty 

Back-Paarl      

dark berry aromas layered with subtle cinnamon spice and smoky notes. Light to 
medium bodied with young juicy berry flavors, offering a soft finish. Try with cold meats or lamb cutlets.

 Paarl 
Full lively palate yet well balanced fruit structure with a semi sweet finish. 

     R45/Glass  
                R125/Bottle 

This white blend shows a light bright green, medium bodied wine with aromas of apricots and pear and a zesty 

      R45/Glass 
                 Rl29/Bottle 

spice and smoky notes. Light to 
Try with cold meats or lamb cutlets. 

 R105/Bottle 



 

Sparkling Wines 
 
A style of winemaking involving a secondary fermentation causing bubbles! It can be any color and ranges from 
minerally to rich and sweet. Excellent 
patisserie or fresh fruits. 
 
J.C Le Roux Non Alcoholic NV, Stellenbosch Devon Valley
This non-alcoholic sparkling wine is made with the same care and dedication as th
crisp freshness comes alive on the palate with a gentle sweetness and an upfront fruitiness.
Alc. 0.5% 
 
J.C. Le Roux Le Domain White NV, Stellenbosch Devon Valley
Sauvignon Blanc intertwined with the gentle sweetness of Muscadel with a crisp youthfulness. Low in alcohol as 
bubbles only comes from a few trapped carbon dioxides.
Alc. 7.5% 
 
J.C. Le Roux Vibrazio Sauvignon Blanc
Sauvignon Blanc Vibrazio is a sophisticated, dryer in style sparkling wine. It is lively with delicate tropical fruit 
flavours on the palate, whilst keeping its crisp and clean finish
Alc. 11% 
 
J.C. Le Roux Nectar Demi Sec, Stellenbosch Devon Valley
Demi-sec is a sophisticated, off-dry, sparkling wine that comes alive on the palate. It is a vibrant expression of 
fruity flavours with hints of pears, litchi and primary fruit
Alc. 7.5% 
 
 

Methode Cap Classique
South African sparkling wines made in the traditional French 
    
Pongracz, a Cap Classique, 
Elegant as it is stylish, is composed of two noble varietals, Chardonnay and Pinot Noir. It has a wonderful 
foaming mousse and persistent bead with a classic yeast and biscuit character that culminates in a full, fruity 
finish 
Alc. 12% 
 
Alvi’s Drift Thornlands, Worcester
(Chardonnay/Pinot Noir) 
This elegant and flavorsome MCC has a pale straw 
baked bread crust and biscuits dominate the nose. Roasted almonds and walnuts are evident on the pallet which 
is complimented with a balanced and
Alc. 12.5% 
 
 

 

A style of winemaking involving a secondary fermentation causing bubbles! It can be any color and ranges from 
minerally to rich and sweet. Excellent aperitif or drink with low acidity. It goes well with seafood or shellfish, 

J.C Le Roux Non Alcoholic NV, Stellenbosch Devon Valley 
alcoholic sparkling wine is made with the same care and dedication as the rest of the Vivante range. A 

crisp freshness comes alive on the palate with a gentle sweetness and an upfront fruitiness.

J.C. Le Roux Le Domain White NV, Stellenbosch Devon Valley                      
intertwined with the gentle sweetness of Muscadel with a crisp youthfulness. Low in alcohol as 

bubbles only comes from a few trapped carbon dioxides.  

Vibrazio Sauvignon Blanc NV, Stellenbosch Devon Valley                 
is a sophisticated, dryer in style sparkling wine. It is lively with delicate tropical fruit 

flavours on the palate, whilst keeping its crisp and clean finish 

Nectar Demi Sec, Stellenbosch Devon Valley    
dry, sparkling wine that comes alive on the palate. It is a vibrant expression of 

fruity flavours with hints of pears, litchi and primary fruit                                                

thode Cap Classique 
South African sparkling wines made in the traditional French method  

 
Elegant as it is stylish, is composed of two noble varietals, Chardonnay and Pinot Noir. It has a wonderful 

and persistent bead with a classic yeast and biscuit character that culminates in a full, fruity 

Alvi’s Drift Thornlands, Worcester      

This elegant and flavorsome MCC has a pale straw color with a fine and persistent bead. The aromas of freshly 
and biscuits dominate the nose. Roasted almonds and walnuts are evident on the pallet which 

is complimented with a balanced and dry finish. 

  

A style of winemaking involving a secondary fermentation causing bubbles! It can be any color and ranges from 
aperitif or drink with low acidity. It goes well with seafood or shellfish, 

   R250/Bottle 
e rest of the Vivante range. A 

crisp freshness comes alive on the palate with a gentle sweetness and an upfront fruitiness. 

    R250/Bottle 
intertwined with the gentle sweetness of Muscadel with a crisp youthfulness. Low in alcohol as 

    R250/Bottle 
is a sophisticated, dryer in style sparkling wine. It is lively with delicate tropical fruit 

    R250/Bottle 
dry, sparkling wine that comes alive on the palate. It is a vibrant expression of 

                 

   R360/Bottle 
Elegant as it is stylish, is composed of two noble varietals, Chardonnay and Pinot Noir. It has a wonderful 

and persistent bead with a classic yeast and biscuit character that culminates in a full, fruity 

                 R300/Bottle 

fine and persistent bead. The aromas of freshly 
and biscuits dominate the nose. Roasted almonds and walnuts are evident on the pallet which 



 

 
 

White wines to savor
 
Sauvignon Blanc 

- Meaning wild, describing its grassy, gooseberry 

In the wine world, Sauvignon Blanc Wine is that brunette who steals everyone’s boyfriend.
Sauvignon Blanc Wine is an herbal wine (wine folly).
 
This wine differs from other wine cultivars because of its green and herbaceous 
Its high acidity and low to moderate alcohol results in a wine tending to 
 
Think Thai Foods, asparagus and quiche
denser textures such as mayonnaise sauces and dishes with asparagus and tomatoes in every form
salad or a selection of cheeses. 
 
Fairview, Agter-Paarl  
Intensely aromatic with granadilla and pineapple aromas on the nose combined with a mouth
that lingers on the finish. 
Alc. 13.5% 
 
Zonnebloem Sauvignon Blanc 
Bouquet Lots of green pepper and fig aromas infused 
flavoured with good structure. The flavours mature to asparagus
a lingering aftertaste. 
Alc. 13.47% 
 
Fleur de Cap Sauvignon Blanc                                                                                                           
The wine is brilliantly clear with green tinges. There is an abundance of tropical aromas on the nose with fl oral 
and herbaceous undertones. This is an elegantly balanced wine with concentrated fl avours of passion fruit, lime 
and melon on the palate. The wine has a lingering fi nish with a crisp acidity.
Alc.  13.15% 
 
Tokara Sauvignon Blanc 
The wine has a vibrant light straw colour with flecks of green on the rim.There is an abundance of green melon, 
green apples, subtle lemongrass and granadilla on the nose. The wine enters the palate with concentrated 
flavours reminiscent of the nose. This finish is refreshing and crisp with
quite moreish. 
Alc. 13.55% 
 
Springfield Life from Stone, Robertson
Life from Stone derives its name from the incredibly rocky soils in which it is grown. Every year the vineyard 
battles against nature in order to produce highly concentrated, powerful wines with a flinty, mineral character true 
to the quartz rock in which it is grown 
Alc. 13.5% 

 

savor and enjoy 

wild, describing its grassy, gooseberry flavors. 
 

In the wine world, Sauvignon Blanc Wine is that brunette who steals everyone’s boyfriend.
Sauvignon Blanc Wine is an herbal wine (wine folly). 

This wine differs from other wine cultivars because of its green and herbaceous flavors. 
high acidity and low to moderate alcohol results in a wine tending to have lean, crisp flavors

Think Thai Foods, asparagus and quiche, shellfish and seafood salads, or enjoy with more intense 
denser textures such as mayonnaise sauces and dishes with asparagus and tomatoes in every form

                
Intensely aromatic with granadilla and pineapple aromas on the nose combined with a mouth

 
Bouquet Lots of green pepper and fig aromas infused with some tropical passion fruit flavours. Intensely 
flavoured with good structure. The flavours mature to asparagus-like aromas. Nice crisp acidity on the palate with 

                                                                                                           
The wine is brilliantly clear with green tinges. There is an abundance of tropical aromas on the nose with fl oral 

nes. This is an elegantly balanced wine with concentrated fl avours of passion fruit, lime 
and melon on the palate. The wine has a lingering fi nish with a crisp acidity. 

 
colour with flecks of green on the rim.There is an abundance of green melon, 

green apples, subtle lemongrass and granadilla on the nose. The wine enters the palate with concentrated 
flavours reminiscent of the nose. This finish is refreshing and crisp with a slight oyster shell salinity that makes it 

Stone, Robertson                              
Life from Stone derives its name from the incredibly rocky soils in which it is grown. Every year the vineyard 
battles against nature in order to produce highly concentrated, powerful wines with a flinty, mineral character true 

it is grown  

In the wine world, Sauvignon Blanc Wine is that brunette who steals everyone’s boyfriend. Unlike Chardonnay, 

flavors. 

and seafood salads, or enjoy with more intense flavors and 
denser textures such as mayonnaise sauces and dishes with asparagus and tomatoes in every form and green 

                 R173/Bottle 
Intensely aromatic with granadilla and pineapple aromas on the nose combined with a mouth-watering zestiness 

  R173/Bottle 
with some tropical passion fruit flavours. Intensely 

like aromas. Nice crisp acidity on the palate with 

                                                                                                           R198/Bottle 
The wine is brilliantly clear with green tinges. There is an abundance of tropical aromas on the nose with fl oral 

nes. This is an elegantly balanced wine with concentrated fl avours of passion fruit, lime 

 R255/Bottle 
colour with flecks of green on the rim.There is an abundance of green melon, 

green apples, subtle lemongrass and granadilla on the nose. The wine enters the palate with concentrated 
a slight oyster shell salinity that makes it 

    R392/Bottle 
Life from Stone derives its name from the incredibly rocky soils in which it is grown. Every year the vineyard 
battles against nature in order to produce highly concentrated, powerful wines with a flinty, mineral character true 



 

 
 
 

Chenin Blanc 
 
The nose is hit with ripe stone fruit while it comes in a wide range of 
orange zest, tart pear, quince, ginger, and chamomile
 
This wine pairs well with all spicy dishes, 
dishes or salads; oaked versions pair with rich fish or cream
 
Secateurs Chenin Blanc                                                                                     
The aromas are rich with honey, orange blossom and white stone fruit notes. Generous on the palate, continuing 
with ripe citrus flavours and a hint of honey.
Alc. 14% 
 
Doran (Wooded), Paarl Region 
Fleshy white pear aromas show upfront followed by dried peaches 
almonds and honey. 
Alc. 13.7% 
 
 

Chardonnay 
 
Chardonnay has been referred to as the “homecoming queen” of white wines. The most common way to pick out 
if you have chardonnay when tasting blindly is the apple 
 
This seductive, endlessly charming variety has invaded vineyards all around the worl
and expansive and range from light peach, pineapple, melon and limes in the un
fruit, nuts, butterscotch, vanilla and fresh toast is found in barrel
 
Full-bodied and mostly wooded, this wine goes well with 
creamy pepper steak, avocado, smoked salmon, vegetable terrines, duck in citrus sauce and mild creamy curries 
 
 
Alvi's Drift (Slightly wooded), Breedekloof Worcester
This lightly wooded blend has a lovely straw 
palate is full and creamy with subtle roasted nut characters balancing the fruit aromas.
Alc. 13.5% 
 
Kleine Zalze (Slightly Wooded), Stellenbosch Blaauwklippen
An elegant, smooth, well balanced wine with pear, orange peel and ripe apple 
Alc. 13.5% 
 
 
 

 

The nose is hit with ripe stone fruit while it comes in a wide range of flavors such as– 
tart pear, quince, ginger, and chamomile.  

spicy dishes, delicate creamy fish dishes and stuffed courgettes
dishes or salads; oaked versions pair with rich fish or cream-based foods. 

                                                                                                                      
The aromas are rich with honey, orange blossom and white stone fruit notes. Generous on the palate, continuing 
with ripe citrus flavours and a hint of honey. 

               
upfront followed by dried peaches and finishing with lingering tastes of roasted 

Chardonnay has been referred to as the “homecoming queen” of white wines. The most common way to pick out 
if you have chardonnay when tasting blindly is the apple flavor. 

This seductive, endlessly charming variety has invaded vineyards all around the world. The 
and expansive and range from light peach, pineapple, melon and limes in the un-wooded styles. Ripe summer 
fruit, nuts, butterscotch, vanilla and fresh toast is found in barrel-matured styles. 

, this wine goes well with richly sauced and highly-flavored
creamy pepper steak, avocado, smoked salmon, vegetable terrines, duck in citrus sauce and mild creamy curries 

Alvi's Drift (Slightly wooded), Breedekloof Worcester                                         
This lightly wooded blend has a lovely straw color with aromas of ripe apricots, peaches and spanspek. The 
palate is full and creamy with subtle roasted nut characters balancing the fruit aromas. 

Stellenbosch Blaauwklippen             
An elegant, smooth, well balanced wine with pear, orange peel and ripe apple flavors.  

 apricots and peaches, 

delicate creamy fish dishes and stuffed courgettes, as well as vegetable 

                                 R200/Bottle 
The aromas are rich with honey, orange blossom and white stone fruit notes. Generous on the palate, continuing 

    R243/Bottle 
finishing with lingering tastes of roasted 

Chardonnay has been referred to as the “homecoming queen” of white wines. The most common way to pick out 

d. The flavors are often bold 
wooded styles. Ripe summer 

flavored food like lobster, 
creamy pepper steak, avocado, smoked salmon, vegetable terrines, duck in citrus sauce and mild creamy curries  

                                             R146/Bottle 
with aromas of ripe apricots, peaches and spanspek. The 

    R171/Bottle 



 

Zonnebloem Chardonnay (Slightly Wooded),
It is the intricate touches that make this golden wine so special. From the delicate minerality with subtle hints of 
vanilla on the nose, through to the finesse of the palate, which combines citrus flavours with soft vanilla wood 
spice. 
Alc. 1.45% 
 
Nederburg Chardonnay (Slightly Wooded),
Delightful aromas of lime, melon and vanilla open onto a fresh, creamy palate with a touch of citrus and apricot.
Alc. 14% 
 
Fairview Chardonnay (Wooded), Agter
Pale gold in colour and with delicate oak and floral aromas, the palate abounds with soft spice, vibrant citrus and 
a subtle, smoky note thanks to well-judged oak.
 
Vrede-en-Lust Marguerite (Wooded), Paarl Simondium
The wine shows citrus, toasted nuts and butterscotch aromas followed by a creamy, well
tones of almonds and pear. 
Alc. 13.5% 
 
Other White Wines
 
Viognier 
 
This wine will enhance fruit flavors, making its great pairing with 
those chicken or fish dishes like lobster, crab, shrimp or other any seafood from grilled to broiled to poached.
Red meats such as veal, with butter or cream sauces also work well with 
 
Elgin Vintners Viognier, (Wooded) Elgin Region                                                                               R340/Bottle
This multi-faceted Viognier displays fresh apricots, peaches and apples both on the nose and palate. The rich, 
full entry with hints of wooding, imparted from 8 months in Romanian oak, combined with lime and citrus 
freshness provide a satisfying grip and rich lingering aftertaste.
Alc. 13.9% 
 
 

White Wine Blends 
 
The principle any blend is that the whole is greater than the sum of the 
where the most innovation is taking place as well as earning the highest awards 
 
 
Vrede-en-Lust White Mischief, Paarl 
(A blend of Chenin Blanc/Sauvignon/Pinot Grigio/Semillon/Viogni
Citrus, floral and tropical notes on the nose arc followed with
Soft, beautifully balanced mouth feel
Alc. 13.5% 

 
(Slightly Wooded), Stellenbosch    

It is the intricate touches that make this golden wine so special. From the delicate minerality with subtle hints of 
vanilla on the nose, through to the finesse of the palate, which combines citrus flavours with soft vanilla wood 

(Slightly Wooded),  Paarl 
Delightful aromas of lime, melon and vanilla open onto a fresh, creamy palate with a touch of citrus and apricot.

Agter-Paarl 
gold in colour and with delicate oak and floral aromas, the palate abounds with soft spice, vibrant citrus and 

judged oak.  

Lust Marguerite (Wooded), Paarl Simondium                                          
The wine shows citrus, toasted nuts and butterscotch aromas followed by a creamy, well

Other White Wines 

, making its great pairing with fruit dishes as appetizers, or as a topping with 
those chicken or fish dishes like lobster, crab, shrimp or other any seafood from grilled to broiled to poached.

veal, with butter or cream sauces also work well with Viognier. 

, (Wooded) Elgin Region                                                                               R340/Bottle
faceted Viognier displays fresh apricots, peaches and apples both on the nose and palate. The rich, 

h hints of wooding, imparted from 8 months in Romanian oak, combined with lime and citrus 
freshness provide a satisfying grip and rich lingering aftertaste. 

 

The principle any blend is that the whole is greater than the sum of the parts. While blends in South Africa are 
on is taking place as well as earning the highest awards on international markets

Lust White Mischief, Paarl Simondium                             
/Sauvignon/Pinot Grigio/Semillon/Viognier)  

Citrus, floral and tropical notes on the nose arc followed with hints of white pear and fruit salad on the palate. 
eel. Pairs well with a variety of dishes. 

    R173/Bottle 
It is the intricate touches that make this golden wine so special. From the delicate minerality with subtle hints of 
vanilla on the nose, through to the finesse of the palate, which combines citrus flavours with soft vanilla wood 

  R180/Bottle 
Delightful aromas of lime, melon and vanilla open onto a fresh, creamy palate with a touch of citrus and apricot. 

   R275/Bottle 
gold in colour and with delicate oak and floral aromas, the palate abounds with soft spice, vibrant citrus and 

   R380/Bottle 
The wine shows citrus, toasted nuts and butterscotch aromas followed by a creamy, well-balanced palate with 

fruit dishes as appetizers, or as a topping with 
those chicken or fish dishes like lobster, crab, shrimp or other any seafood from grilled to broiled to poached. 

, (Wooded) Elgin Region                                                                               R340/Bottle 
faceted Viognier displays fresh apricots, peaches and apples both on the nose and palate. The rich, 

h hints of wooding, imparted from 8 months in Romanian oak, combined with lime and citrus 

blends in South Africa are 
nternational markets. 

   R221/Bottle 

hints of white pear and fruit salad on the palate. 



 

 
Waverley Hills (Unwooded), Tulbagh
(Sauvignon Blanc/Semillon)  
This wine boasts aromas of ripe tropical fruit with herbaceous aromas. A fresh and easy drinking wine that is 
well-balanced on the palate with a lingering follow through of fresh tropical fruits and herbs. 
Alc. 12.7% 
 
Alvi's Drift Breedekloof Worcester
(Reserve Chenin Blanc/Viognier/Chardonnay) 
It has a lovely pale lemon/straw color. The nose showed lilted peach and apricot characters. A lovely blend of 
roasted nuts with a hint of butterscotch and ripe melons. The 
acidity all adding to the wines length and fullness.
Alc. 13.5% 
 
 
 
 
 

Rosé Wines 
 
The quintessential summer drink. 
 
Made from black grapes, but don't fully turn red because the 
after contact. Shows red fruit, citrus and melon 
 
These types of wines compliment 
cooked shellfish and goats' cheeses. 
 
Vrede-and-Lust Jess, Paarl Simondium
A light bodied dry rosé wine characterized by its crisp style and fruity palate. It
raspberry and watermelon fruit, floral notes and has a smooth finish.
Alc. 13.5% 
 
Babylonstoren Mouvedre Rose, Simonsberg
An elegant dry wine of a sophisticated 
leads to a delightful discovery of creamy strawberry yoghurt, the sweet airiness of candy floss and a subtle 
punch of acidity 
Alc. 13% 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Tulbagh                

ripe tropical fruit with herbaceous aromas. A fresh and easy drinking wine that is 
the palate with a lingering follow through of fresh tropical fruits and herbs. 

Alvi's Drift Breedekloof Worcester                              
(Reserve Chenin Blanc/Viognier/Chardonnay)  
It has a lovely pale lemon/straw color. The nose showed lilted peach and apricot characters. A lovely blend of 
roasted nuts with a hint of butterscotch and ripe melons. The palate is balanced to perfection with oak, fruit, and 
acidity all adding to the wines length and fullness. 

, but don't fully turn red because the grape skins are removed from the juice mere hours 
Shows red fruit, citrus and melon flavors in dry types.  

 light salads, pasta and rice dishes, but also with seafood, raw and lightly 
cooked shellfish and goats' cheeses.  

Lust Jess, Paarl Simondium               
wine characterized by its crisp style and fruity palate. It displays fresh strawberry, 

raspberry and watermelon fruit, floral notes and has a smooth finish. 

, Simonsberg                                                                                    
An elegant dry wine of a sophisticated salmon colour and delicious hints of strawberries and rose petals. A sip 
leads to a delightful discovery of creamy strawberry yoghurt, the sweet airiness of candy floss and a subtle 

  R234/Bottle 

ripe tropical fruit with herbaceous aromas. A fresh and easy drinking wine that is 
the palate with a lingering follow through of fresh tropical fruits and herbs.  

                           R281/Bottle 

It has a lovely pale lemon/straw color. The nose showed lilted peach and apricot characters. A lovely blend of 
palate is balanced to perfection with oak, fruit, and 

skins are removed from the juice mere hours 

also with seafood, raw and lightly 

    R184/Bottle 
displays fresh strawberry, 

                                             R300/Bottle 
salmon colour and delicious hints of strawberries and rose petals. A sip 

leads to a delightful discovery of creamy strawberry yoghurt, the sweet airiness of candy floss and a subtle 



 

 

Red wines to savor
 

Merlot 
 
Typical aromas and flavors include black cherry, berries, plum
chameleon, partly because of how 
vanilla-spice notes send the already friendly wine right over 
 
This wine always goes well with light to full
duck, as well as other grilled foods including fresh
 
Alvi's Drift, Breedekloof Worcester 
There are notes of cherries and ripe plums with a hint of chocolate. 
Alc. 13.75% 
 
Fairview, Agter-Paarl  
This wine has redcurrant, cinnamon spice and vanilla 
Alc. 14% 
 
 
 
 
Cabernet Sauvignon
    
Cabernet is always full bodied and robust. It is known as the 
 
The wine pairs well with red meat, especially 
game.  
 
Fleur du Cap, Stellenbosch                                                                               
This full-bodied wine is ruby red in colour with subtle aromas of ripe shavings ending in subtle oak spices. 
Soft fruit and elegant oak spice with gentle tannins.
Alc. 13.9% 
 
La Motte, Franschhoek Middelberg
SAWi Rating 95.5/100 
This big wine shows an intense varietal nose with blackcurrant, violets, mint and some plums.
well with veggie treats. 
Alc. 13.5% 
 
Fairview, Agter-Paarl  
Overwhelming popular and well-loved for its
delivers the lot: integrated, not too obtrusive tannins, and real depth, delicacy and length.
Alc. 13.8% 

 

savor and enjoy  

black cherry, berries, plum, chocolate and some herbs. 
ly because of how it is vinified and where it was grown. When aged in

spice notes send the already friendly wine right over into the world of seriously hedonistic drinks. 

light to full-flavored red meat dishes, liver, beef and bean stews
including fresh tuna. 

Worcester  
There are notes of cherries and ripe plums with a hint of chocolate.                           

       
edcurrant, cinnamon spice and vanilla pod aromas, with lovely berry fruit on the palate. 

Cabernet Sauvignon 
    

Cabernet is always full bodied and robust. It is known as the masculine red wine. 

red meat, especially lamb, game birds, rich meaty casseroles, 

, Stellenbosch                                                                                                                
bodied wine is ruby red in colour with subtle aromas of ripe shavings ending in subtle oak spices. 

Soft fruit and elegant oak spice with gentle tannins. 

La Motte, Franschhoek Middelberg      

an intense varietal nose with blackcurrant, violets, mint and some plums.

       
loved for its full bodied plum and cassis flavours, our Cabernet Sauvignon 

delivers the lot: integrated, not too obtrusive tannins, and real depth, delicacy and length. 

chocolate and some herbs. This wine is a bit of a 
in oak barrels the oak's 

hedonistic drinks.  

red meat dishes, liver, beef and bean stews, roast lamb, 

    R151/Bottle 

              R230/Bottle 
pod aromas, with lovely berry fruit on the palate.  

amb, game birds, rich meaty casseroles, char-grilled meat or 

                                  R263/Bottle 
bodied wine is ruby red in colour with subtle aromas of ripe shavings ending in subtle oak spices.  

                 R320/Bottle 

an intense varietal nose with blackcurrant, violets, mint and some plums. It also partners 

    R250/Bottle 
full bodied plum and cassis flavours, our Cabernet Sauvignon 

 



 

 
 
 

Shiraz / Syrah 
 
Shiraz alias Syrah are bold wines with
berries, then laced with seductive smoky
 
Matches well with stews, barbecued meat, vegetables, roast duck and turkey, beef cooked in red wine, 
mushroom dishes and hard cheeses.
 
Fairview, Agter-Paarl  
Plummy fruit on the nose with a hint of sweet raspberry and red fruit. The palate reveals further red fruit 
with a touch of white pepper. 
Alc. 14% 
 
Elgin Vintners, Overberg Elgin Valley 
This wine is big and complex yet at the same time restrained. It is defined by brooding fruit and dark spice 
aromas. The palate detects hints of plums and dark cherries. Gentle tannins. 
Alc. 14.5% 
 
 
Alvis Drift, Breedekloof Worcester
The wine is elegant and nicely balanced. The aromas on the nose are a subtle blend of white pepper and red 
berries with a hint of vanilla and chocolate. The flavours are well integrated with nutty oak characters. The palate 
is balanced with surprising length and fullness. 
Alc. 13% 
 
 

Pinotage 
 
This unique South African cultivar tastes more like Shiraz although it is technically related to Pinot Noir. Mostly 
red berries, liquorice, bacon and even some rooibos 
 
Goes well with game, curries, spareribs
steaks. 
 
Alvi’s Drift, Breedekloof Worcester
The wine has a strong, medium dark 
berry characters with mulberry and blackberry dominating. The tannin structure is well balanced with the oak and 
fruit. Subtle vanillin oak is integrated with hints of chocolate and dark cherries.
Alc.14.11% 
 
Beyerskloof, Stellenbosch Simonsberg
A medium bodied wine with strong plum 
Alc. 14% 

 

Shiraz alias Syrah are bold wines with inherent spiciness surrounded by a combination of red and black summer 
smoky tones and touches of ‘Fynbos ‘ 

Matches well with stews, barbecued meat, vegetables, roast duck and turkey, beef cooked in red wine, 
dishes and hard cheeses. 

       
lummy fruit on the nose with a hint of sweet raspberry and red fruit. The palate reveals further red fruit 

Elgin Vintners, Overberg Elgin Valley                 
This wine is big and complex yet at the same time restrained. It is defined by brooding fruit and dark spice 
aromas. The palate detects hints of plums and dark cherries. Gentle tannins.  

Worcester      
The wine is elegant and nicely balanced. The aromas on the nose are a subtle blend of white pepper and red 
berries with a hint of vanilla and chocolate. The flavours are well integrated with nutty oak characters. The palate 

th and fullness.  

This unique South African cultivar tastes more like Shiraz although it is technically related to Pinot Noir. Mostly 
, bacon and even some rooibos flavors are prominent.  

spareribs, flavorful casseroles, barbecued meat, char-grilled snoek and pepper

Alvi’s Drift, Breedekloof Worcester      
The wine has a strong, medium dark color with a garnet hue. The bouquet and palate are filled with juicy, ripe 
berry characters with mulberry and blackberry dominating. The tannin structure is well balanced with the oak and 

e vanillin oak is integrated with hints of chocolate and dark cherries.  

Beyerskloof, Stellenbosch Simonsberg               
A medium bodied wine with strong plum flavors and velvety tannins.  

nherent spiciness surrounded by a combination of red and black summer 

Matches well with stews, barbecued meat, vegetables, roast duck and turkey, beef cooked in red wine, 

              R230/Bottle 
lummy fruit on the nose with a hint of sweet raspberry and red fruit. The palate reveals further red fruit flavors 

    R406/Bottle 
This wine is big and complex yet at the same time restrained. It is defined by brooding fruit and dark spice 

    R152/Bottle 
The wine is elegant and nicely balanced. The aromas on the nose are a subtle blend of white pepper and red 
berries with a hint of vanilla and chocolate. The flavours are well integrated with nutty oak characters. The palate 

This unique South African cultivar tastes more like Shiraz although it is technically related to Pinot Noir. Mostly 

grilled snoek and pepper 

            R151/Bottle 
. The bouquet and palate are filled with juicy, ripe 

berry characters with mulberry and blackberry dominating. The tannin structure is well balanced with the oak and 

    R212/Bottle 



 

 
Fairview, Agter-Paarl  
Bright ruby red color. Blueberries, violets and plum aromas with hints of dark chocolate. Full bodied palate 
followed by plums, dark fruit flavors, subtle oak with elegant tannin structure on the finish.
Alc.14% 
 
Middelvlei Free-Run, Stellenbosch Central
On the nose you will find sweet raspberry aromas with mulberry undertones and elegant oak spices. The palate 
shows a medium bodied wine packed with fruit 
Alc. 13% 
 

 
Other red wine varietals
 
 
Fairview Mourvedre, Agter-Paarl 
Savory notes with floral aromas, dark cherry and raspberry and hints of white pepper spice on the nose. 
Fresh medium bodied palate follows with 
Alc. 14% 
 
Oak Valley Sounds of Silence Pinot Noir
The nose is beautifully perfumed, displaying sweet cherry, rose petal
beautifully, with red cherry and cranberry 
 Alc. 13.92% 
 
Kleine Zalze VS Pinot Noir, Stellenbosch
The wine shows a bright red colour. A slightly savoury bouquet 
supported by a supple tannin profile.
wine pairs very well with food 
Alc. 13.5% 
 
Mount Vernon Malbec, Stellenbosch 
Aromas include plum and blackberry, dark cherry, some chocolate and a hint of anise. 
cocoa powder and violets develop in the glass. 
Alc. 15% 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

       
. Blueberries, violets and plum aromas with hints of dark chocolate. Full bodied palate 

, subtle oak with elegant tannin structure on the finish. 

Run, Stellenbosch Central     
On the nose you will find sweet raspberry aromas with mulberry undertones and elegant oak spices. The palate 
shows a medium bodied wine packed with fruit flavors. 

varietals 

                  
Savory notes with floral aromas, dark cherry and raspberry and hints of white pepper spice on the nose. 
Fresh medium bodied palate follows with savory flavors and hints of coriander seed.  

Pinot Noir, Elgin               
The nose is beautifully perfumed, displaying sweet cherry, rose petal and violets. The palate echoes 
beautifully, with red cherry and cranberry flavors offset by a bright acidity and ever-so-slight vanilla oak support

, Stellenbosch 
The wine shows a bright red colour. A slightly savoury bouquet gives way to a palate of soft red berries that is 
supported by a supple tannin profile. Good mineral notes linger on the palate and a fresh acidity ensure that this 

Stellenbosch Simonsberg                
Aromas include plum and blackberry, dark cherry, some chocolate and a hint of anise. Flavors

develop in the glass.  

               R230/Bottle 
. Blueberries, violets and plum aromas with hints of dark chocolate. Full bodied palate 

 

              R337/Bottle 
On the nose you will find sweet raspberry aromas with mulberry undertones and elegant oak spices. The palate 

   R230/Bottle 
Savory notes with floral aromas, dark cherry and raspberry and hints of white pepper spice on the nose.  

    R343/Bottle 
and violets. The palate echoes this 

slight vanilla oak support 

   R288/Bottle 
gives way to a palate of soft red berries that is 

Good mineral notes linger on the palate and a fresh acidity ensure that this 

    R653/Bottle 
Flavors of milk chocolate, 



 

 
 
 

Red blends 
 
By blending red wines, a winemaker seeks to create a complex wine with multi
World, where there are often restrictions on what wines go in to specific blends, in South Africa our wineries have 
the freedom to experiment and explore. Still, you’ll find wonderful examples of traditional red
as Bordeaux Cab/Merlot and Rhone Shiraz Viognier, as well the slightly more unconventional Cape Blends, with 
a Pinotage component, and more. 
 
Red blends in South Africa are where the most
in the international markets, also due to the breadth and versatility of the offering.
 
 
Nederburg Baronne, Paarl Central
(Cabernet Sauvignon/Shiraz/Petit Verdot)
Aromas of blackcurrant, cherries and prunes with spicy nuances are discovered on the nose. The palate is full 
and velvety with blackcurrant and prune flavors.
Alc. 13.4% 
 
 
Fairview Extrano, Agter-Paarl  
(Tempranillo/Grenache Noir/Carignan) 
This wine has complex spice notes 
fruit. Enjoy with cured meats, roasted vegetables and spicy tapas
Alc. 14% 
 
Raka Quinary, Overberg Klein River
(Cabernet Sauvignon/Cabernet Franc/Merlot/Malbec/Petit Verdot)
SAWi Rating 94/100 
This Bordeaux blend reveals a complex nose of blackberries, spice and liquorice against a cigar box 
background. Cassis with a hint of liquorice developed in elegant oak flavors. 
Alc. 14% 
 
Waverley Hills (Organic),Tulbagh 
(Shiraz/Mourvedre/Viognier) 
SAWi Rating –Perfect Score 
A bouquet of mocha and coffee beans with pepper and caramel follow through on the palate. Mourvedre 
provides berry and fresh herbal aromas while the Viognier compliments the aromatic sensation and 
the wine. Good with marinated meat and duck.
Alc. 15.2% 
 
 
 
 
 

 

By blending red wines, a winemaker seeks to create a complex wine with multi-layered flavors
World, where there are often restrictions on what wines go in to specific blends, in South Africa our wineries have 

d explore. Still, you’ll find wonderful examples of traditional red
as Bordeaux Cab/Merlot and Rhone Shiraz Viognier, as well the slightly more unconventional Cape Blends, with 

are where the most innovation is taking place as well as earning the highest awards 
, also due to the breadth and versatility of the offering. 

Nederburg Baronne, Paarl Central      
Sauvignon/Shiraz/Petit Verdot) 

Aromas of blackcurrant, cherries and prunes with spicy nuances are discovered on the nose. The palate is full 
and velvety with blackcurrant and prune flavors. 

                  
/Carignan)  

omplex spice notes with dark blackberries and cocoa on the nose. The palate
Enjoy with cured meats, roasted vegetables and spicy tapas 

Klein River                
(Cabernet Sauvignon/Cabernet Franc/Merlot/Malbec/Petit Verdot) 

This Bordeaux blend reveals a complex nose of blackberries, spice and liquorice against a cigar box 
background. Cassis with a hint of liquorice developed in elegant oak flavors.  

                  

A bouquet of mocha and coffee beans with pepper and caramel follow through on the palate. Mourvedre 
provides berry and fresh herbal aromas while the Viognier compliments the aromatic sensation and 

Good with marinated meat and duck. 

flavors. Unlike in the Old 
World, where there are often restrictions on what wines go in to specific blends, in South Africa our wineries have 

d explore. Still, you’ll find wonderful examples of traditional red-style blends (such 
as Bordeaux Cab/Merlot and Rhone Shiraz Viognier, as well the slightly more unconventional Cape Blends, with 

innovation is taking place as well as earning the highest awards 

               R176/Bottle 

Aromas of blackcurrant, cherries and prunes with spicy nuances are discovered on the nose. The palate is full 

    R216/Bottle 

. The palate shows lovely red 

    R331/Bottle 

This Bordeaux blend reveals a complex nose of blackberries, spice and liquorice against a cigar box 

     333/Bottle 

A bouquet of mocha and coffee beans with pepper and caramel follow through on the palate. Mourvedre 
provides berry and fresh herbal aromas while the Viognier compliments the aromatic sensation and softness of 



 

 
 

Sweeter wines 
As an aperitif, with Indian curries or 
 
Fairview Sweet Red, Agter-Paarl 
Using Petit Syrah grapes, the wine is fortified with brandy 
is a dense, sweet wine that smells like spiced Christmas cake and concludes with a warm velvety finish. 
Delicious 
Alc. 17.9% 
 
 

Dessert Wines 
The good candy types! Stemming from concentrated sweetness in grapes mostly left longer in the vineyard. 
enjoyed before dinner as an aperit
 
 
Alvi's Drift Muscat de Frontignan White, Breedekloof Worcester 
SAWi Rating 93/100  
Aromas spell of dried fruits, Muscat grapes and Christmas pudding. It fills the palate with an explosion of dried 
apricot, peach and nutty flavors and is splendid with soft cheese and nuts. 
Alc. 15.1% 
 
Fairview Wines La Beryl Blanc, Agter
    
A straw-dried sweet wine, fragrant, succulent and crisp
Alc. 11% 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 Asian food. 

       
rah grapes, the wine is fortified with brandy spirits and left to age in old French barrels. The result 

is a dense, sweet wine that smells like spiced Christmas cake and concludes with a warm velvety finish. 

! Stemming from concentrated sweetness in grapes mostly left longer in the vineyard. 
before dinner as an aperitif, or after as a dessert wine. 

Alvi's Drift Muscat de Frontignan White, Breedekloof Worcester    
       

Aromas spell of dried fruits, Muscat grapes and Christmas pudding. It fills the palate with an explosion of dried 
and is splendid with soft cheese and nuts.  

La Beryl Blanc, Agter-Paarl                                                
       
ragrant, succulent and crisp with tropical fruit and litchi.  

  R250/Bottle 
spirits and left to age in old French barrels. The result 

is a dense, sweet wine that smells like spiced Christmas cake and concludes with a warm velvety finish. 

! Stemming from concentrated sweetness in grapes mostly left longer in the vineyard. It is 

     R35/Glass 
             R400/Bottle 

Aromas spell of dried fruits, Muscat grapes and Christmas pudding. It fills the palate with an explosion of dried 

                    R35/Glass 
  R489/Bottle 



 

 
Sherry 
 
Sherry is a lightly fortified dry white wine
perfect aperitif or with light soups or seafood.
 
Sherry does well with soup, is also delicious with Wild Rocket, Pear and Blue Cheese Salad and Thai Green Fish 
Curry. 
 
Initially aged under Flor. Grape must is then added to the Fino Sherry, hence the pleasing sweetness. It is 
blended according to the Solera system of agi
 
 
Douglas Green Fino No. 1 Pale Cream 
Aged. On the palate, expect honeyed thatchiness and nutty 
citrus edge. The palate cleans up nicely with a pleasing dryness, begging you to take another sip.
Alc. 17.3% 
 
Douglas Green Fino No.2 Medium Cream, 
This aged wine is discreetly sweet with elegant layers of 
Alc. 17.3% 
 
Douglas Green Fino No.3 Full Cream, 
Oxidative made (exposed to air) and aged. 
Alc. 17.3% 
 
 

 

fortified dry white wine and savored like a fine whiskey, with floral and nutty aromas. Enjoy as 
perfect aperitif or with light soups or seafood. 

with soup, is also delicious with Wild Rocket, Pear and Blue Cheese Salad and Thai Green Fish 

nitially aged under Flor. Grape must is then added to the Fino Sherry, hence the pleasing sweetness. It is 
blended according to the Solera system of aging. 

Cream Dry, Wellington    
Aged. On the palate, expect honeyed thatchiness and nutty flavors with marzipan and waxy undertones and a 
citrus edge. The palate cleans up nicely with a pleasing dryness, begging you to take another sip.

Douglas Green Fino No.2 Medium Cream, Wellington    
iscreetly sweet with elegant layers of dried fruits, orange and lemon peel

No.3 Full Cream, Wellington     
Oxidative made (exposed to air) and aged. A rich dark wine savored with dessert or a selection as cheese.

ith floral and nutty aromas. Enjoy as 

with soup, is also delicious with Wild Rocket, Pear and Blue Cheese Salad and Thai Green Fish 

nitially aged under Flor. Grape must is then added to the Fino Sherry, hence the pleasing sweetness. It is 

       R25/glass 
with marzipan and waxy undertones and a 

citrus edge. The palate cleans up nicely with a pleasing dryness, begging you to take another sip. 

       R25/glass 
dried fruits, orange and lemon peel, nuts and spice.  

       R25/glass 
selection as cheese. 


